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FEATURE STORIES
 

ICI's Tichá and Abery to Teach Workshops in

the Czech Republic

Recently returned from UNICEF work in Armenia and a

speaking engagement in Israel, the Institute's Renáta Tichá and

Brian Abery (pictured in Prague in March 2016) will travel to

Tichá's alma mater - Masaryk University in Brno, Czech

Republic - to lead three workshops on inclusive education and

Response to Intervention, August 28-30. Funded by the U.S.

Embassy in Prague, Masaryk University, and the University of Minnesota, the workshops are part of

Masaryk University Summer School. They are designed for teachers, future teachers, teaching assistants,

academics, students, representatives of nongovernmental organizations, and other people interested in

inclusion.
 

Participants will learn intervention techniques that can be used in regular classrooms to support positive

outcomes for all students. The main goal of the workshops is to support the educational inclusion of

children with disabilities and from diverse backgrounds. This work is conducted as part of ICI's Global

Resource Center for Inclusive Education (GRC). Participants include not only educators and

policymakers from the Czech Republic, but also from Slovakia, Poland, Denmark, and other neighboring

countries. Markéta Kolářová from the Of�ce of Public Affairs at the U.S. Embassy in Prague will also

attend. "It is very gratifying to be able to go back to my home country to share the skills and knowledge I

have gained during my studies and work at the University of Minnesota," says Tichá. "Educators in the

Czech Republic need tools to work more effectively with students with disabilities and from minority

backgrounds."
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MNLEND Starts New School Year with

Revamped Curriculum

On August 24, the 2017-18 cohort of MNLEND Fellows begin

their two-day orientation and person-centered training, just in time for the 34 trainees to bene�t from

the Minnesota Leadership Education in Neurodevelopmental and Related Disabilities (MNLEND)

Program's new curriculum, which has been redesigned into 10 themed modules. ICI's MNLEND is an

interdisciplinary leadership training program spanning 18 disciplines across the University of Minnesota

that facilitates development of health care and allied health care leaders with the knowledge, skills and

attitudes to allow them to take committed action in the areas of neurodevelopmental disabilities

(NDD)/Autism Spectrum Disorders (ASDs) and related intellectual and developmental disabilities. "As we

just completed Year One of our �ve-year grant renewal, we felt it was a good time to revamp the

curriculum," says program coordinator Rebecca Dosch Brown.  "Trainees will �nd the learning more

cohesive and memorable now that it is clustered together into themed modules, unlike the many one-off

topics delivered in the past. With the Maternal Child Health and LEND competencies as our guide, we

also added depth to each in-person thematic module by locating, reviewing, and selecting a list of curated

self-study online-accessible resources (such as webinars, online modules, and online readings related to

each theme) to allow for deeper and more focused study outside the classroom."
 

All trainees must complete the Leadership module - the only module spread out over the year - and will

be introduced to each of the remaining nine modules. Every trainee may choose at least �ve elective

modules for in-depth study. "This tailoring and re-organizing of the curriculum will allow us to practice

what we teach: MNLEND trainees can now create their own person-centered learning plans," says Dosch

Brown. The nine elective modules include: Overview of ASD; Challenging Behavior and Positive

Behavioral Supports; Other NDD and Co-related Disabilities; Cultural Competencies and the

Intersectionalities of Race/Class/Gender; Critical Issues in NDD; Person- and Family-Centered Care;

Public Policy and Advocacy; Treatment and Interventions Across Disciplines; and Alternative and

Augmentative Communication.
 

The curriculum was redesigned by the MNLEND Leadership Team of Amy Hewitt (Director), Joe

Reichle, Michael Reiff, Barb Kleist,  Beth Fondell, and Dosch Brown. MNLEND is funded by the Maternal

Child Health Bureau of the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services.
 

Changing Landscapes Displays Art in

Minneapolis Cafe

Changing Landscapes, the ICI initiative that celebrates artistry

among people with disabilities, has made its second foray into

the community this month. Through a connection from committee members David and Sheryl Evelo, the

Birchwood Cafe in Minneapolis is hosting an exhibit called "Feast" now through Sunday, October 8, 2017.
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On August 14, Changing Landscape members Tony Baisley,  Megan Dushin, and Nik Fernholz

 represented ICI at the opening reception. Feast explores the subject of food and the relationships and

perceptions of food and art. Artists from Interact Center for the Visual and Performing Arts  have

approached this showing in a variety of impressive media and styles to demonstrate both existing and

new understandings of one of the most basic building blocks of life - food. "Through the Evelo family's

ongoing generosity, and in honor of their daughter Stephanie's memory, we are committed to bringing

Changing Landscapes out in to the broader community," said Baisley. "It is �tting that our partnership

with the Birchwood Cafe should feature artists from Interact, as they have been consistent partners of

ours since Changing Landscapes began in 2007. In fact, our very �rst exhibition was with Interact artists.

We look forward to creating more unique opportunities to showcase artists with disabilities in the near

future." 
 

The above image, Untitled Curry, which appeared in exhibit materials, was painted by Ward Norton in

2017. Also, ICI will host a closing reception featuring artist Jon Leverentz on Thursday, September 14

from 4-6 p.m. in Pattee Hall.
 

Check & Connect: New App, New

Conference, New Program Manager!

Check & Connect (C&C) - the evidence-based student

engagement intervention that has been adopted and implemented around the U.S. and internationally

since ICI developed it in the 1990s - continues to experience tremendous growth and innovation. The

team is introducing a new online app this fall that will enhance the mentor experience; is hosting

its second international conference on October 12-13; and has welcomed new leadership in Eileen

Klemm. "I am excited to serve as the Check & Connect Program Manager," she says. "As a national trainer

for Check & Connect since 2012, I feel ready and motivated to grow the impact of Check & Connect

across the country." 
 

One of Klemm's �rst tasks will be launching the Check & Connect app, which offers a mobile

digital alternative to pencil-and-paper monitoring. "The app will enhance the mentor experience while

also providing exciting research opportunities for us to continue to develop the Check & Connect model,"

wrote ICI's director David Johnson in a recent blog posted on CEHD Vision 2020.  The app will allow

practitioners to more easily keep students on track to graduate, enhance �delity of C&C implementation,

save time in data entry and analysis, share visual trends in real time, and customize monitoring and

reporting to suit their site. The app, developed in-house at the University's Educational Technology

Innovations, also includes an administrative feature that allows schools and districts to better coordinate

their C&C mentors.
 

Check & Connect's other big news this fall is its international conference, "Student Engagement:

Connection to School, Motivation to Learn." The conference is a forum where people who use or intend

to use C&C can network and discuss best practices and implementation methods. The conference's

keynote speakers will be Hedy Chang of Attendance Works and Amy Reschly from the University of
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Georgia. Leading experts and practitioners across the country will explain their C&C practices and

current research. Registration is open; the deadline is September 22.

SOCIAL MEDIA SPOTLIGHT
 

Featured on ICI's Facebook on July 24, 2017

ICI's Kelly Nye-Lengerman [left in picture with Resource Inc.'s

Frank Herd] also serves as MN APSE Co-President. Last week

she presented in Shoreview, Minnesota, at "Whoa! WIOA?

What Now? Innovation and Collaboration in Customized

Employment," hosted by Job Placement and Development.

Important perspectives and messages from Vocational

Rehabilitation Services, Metropolitan Centers for Independent

Living, Dakota County, and ICI were shared about the power

and promise of person centered, customized approaches in employment.

NEW RELEASES
 

Partnerships in Wellness

Authors: Lynda Anderson, Meredith Salmi, James Mahoehney, James Flowers,

Lindsey Boyke, and Patricia Salmi
 

This health promotion curriculum addresses the unique learning needs of

adults with intellectual and/or developmental disabilities (IDD) who require

ongoing daily supports, have limited reading skills, and would bene�t from

learning about improved nutrition and activity. Partnerships in Wellness was designed to be holistic,

addressing multiple aspects of well-being, with the belief that small changes done consistently can

improve health for everyone. Partnerships in Wellness takes a unique approach to teaching persons with

IDD about healthy living: Persons with disabilities learn alongside a partner who does not have IDD. The

curriculum is structured in a way that both partners can learn new information, skills, and habits as it

relates to their own health and well-being. This new digital version of the curriculum is free; it is part of

the wider Partnerships in Wellness curriculum that ICI's Research and Training Center on Community

Living (RTC-CL) developed over several years. Published by RTC-CL.
 

EVENTS
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Abery to Co-present at NASUAD Webinar on

Home- and Community- Based Services

August 16, 1-2:30 p.m. CDT
 

Webinar: "The Home- and Community-Based Services (HCBS) Quality Measure Development"

ICI's Brian Abery will co-present this National Association of States United for Aging and Disabilities

(NASUAD) webinar on HCBS Quality Measure Development. It will include a discussion on the

importance of quality measurement, how measures are developed, and the progress made through

measure development. There will a brief question-and-answer session at the end of the webinar. His co-

presenters will be Heather Menne of the Administration for Community Living (which is hosting the

webinar), and Alexandra Bonardi of the Human Services Research Institute. The webinar is free, but

registration is required.
 

Transition to Work Employment Outcomes in

Sydney, Australia

August 17, 11 a.m. - 12 noon
 

118 Pattee Hall
 

150 Pillsbury Drive SE 
 

Minneapolis, Minnesota

Presented by Roger Stancliffe (pictured at ICI in 2016), this event focuses on: (a) the �ndings of a

recently-published Australian evaluation of Transition to Work (TTW) employment outcomes (Xu &

Stancliffe, 2017), and (b) the key training and support practices used by Jobsupport,  an outstanding

Australian disability employment service that supports people with intellectual disability to obtain and

keep community jobs in mainstream employment. TTW is an Australian government service that

supports young people ages 15-21 on their journey to employment, providing them with intensive, pre-

employment support to improve their work-readiness and help them into work (including

apprenticeships and traineeships) or education. Part of the presentation will feature the short

video Community Work Options that depicts the practices used by Jobsupport trainers to achieve these

highly-successful TTW employment outcomes. Stancliffe is a professor at the University of Sydney and

partner staff of ICI's Research and Training Center on Community Living.

Changing Landscapes Reception for Artist Jon

Leverentz

September 14, 4-6 p.m.
 

Pattee Hall
 

150 Pillsbury Drive SE 
 

Minneapolis, Minnesota
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This closing reception will honor the artist Jon Leverentz, seen here reviewing his paintings in Pattee Hall

before they were mounted in May. As the currently-featured artist of ICI's Changing Landscapes project,

his paintings have graced the walls of Pattee Hall all summer. Leverentz is supported by Hammer

Residences and has been an artist for most of his life, using acrylic and oil paints to create his art. He is

inspired by nature and likes painting outdoor scenery. The artist will be presented with ICI's Stephanie

Award and a gift card at approximately 5:15 p.m. The reception will include hors d'oeuvres, a cash bar,

and a video looping on screen in Room 214. The reception is free, but please RSVP.
 

MNLEND Public Presentation on Pivotal Response

Training

October 27, 8:30-11:45 a.m.
 

Marriott Courtyard Minneapolis Downtown
 

1500 Washington Avenue South
 

Minneapolis, Minnesota

ICI's Minnesota Leadership Education in Neurodevelopmental and Related Disabilities (MNLEND)

Program is sponsoring this presentation by Dr. Lynn Koegel from the University of California, Santa

Barbara, to provide an overview of Pivotal Response Training (PRT). PRT is a naturalistic intervention

model derived from applied behavior analysis approaches. Rather than target individual behaviors, PRT

targets pivotal areas of a child's development, such as motivation, responsivity to multiple cues, self-

management, and social initiations. PRT results in widespread, collateral improvements in other social,

communicative, and behavioral areas that are not speci�cally targeted. This presentation will review

research-supported motivational strategies that have been shown to signi�cantly increase child

engagement in learning opportunities, thus increasing the speed of new skill acquisition and decreasing

disruptive behavior. The event is free, but registration is required.
 

STAFF UPDATES
 

Amy Hewitt, Rebecca Dosch Brown, Beth Fondell, Macdonald

Metzger, and Jerry Smith: Richard Oni (front, right) of Progressive Individual

Resources, Inc. and Hewitt  arranged for Paul Dogo (front, center),

Commissioner for Health and Human Service in Kaduna State, Nigeria to visit

ICI's Research and Training Center on Community Living (RTC-CL) on August

8. Smith (not pictured) presented a slide show and video about the Institute and Dogo listened to staff

talk about ICI's work, notably the Twin Cities and Zambia Disability Connection that Hewitt (not

pictured),  Fondell (back, left), and  Metzger (back, center) worked on in Africa. Dosch Brown (back, right)

discussed the Minnesota Leadership Education in Neurodevelopmental and Related Disabilities Program

(MNLEND).  The commissioner is interested in partnering with RTC-CL because Kaduna State is

formulating a disability rights law and that part of Nigeria needs technical support for people with

disabilities. Community-based organizations also provide important services to people with disabilities
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and Dogo believes these organizations will need training when the policy becomes law.
 

ALUMNI UPDATES

Renee Hepperlen: Hepperlen has been an assistant professor at the School of

Social Work at St. Catherine University/University of St. Thomas since 2015. But

back in 2011-12, she was at ICI as a LEND Fellow and earned her Certi�cate in

Disability Policy and Services.  All this happened while Hepperlen studied for her

Ph.D. in social work with a minor in quantitative methods from the University of

Minnesota's Department of Educational Psychology. In her current position, Hepperlen and a

multidisciplinary team of health faculty members from St. Catherine's have assessed the conditions of

children with disabilities in Zambia. The team received additional funding from the GHR Foundation to

train Zambian community health workers to reduce preventable forms of intellectual and developmental

disabilities and enhance the quality of life of families and children with disabilities. "The multidisciplinary

experiences I had as a LEND Fellow, plus the LEND emphasis on multicultural practice and the person-

�rst and family-�rst perspective of the program, were all important components," Hepperlen re�ects. "I

still use that knowledge and those skills on the Zambia project." (Photo: Mike Ekern/University of St.

Thomas)
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